Greg Hallett is the author of six books and another five yet to go to
publication. He has been arrested, detained, stitched-up, attacked and
ignored multiple times − presumably for his opinions, which he voices on
podcast overseas to great interest. He was the first to expose New Zealand’s
Prime Minister Helen Clark as a KGB agent. He is the survivor of three
four assassination attempts. The others were not taken so seriously. This is
his second book on New Zealand − the first was blacklisted five years ago.
As of October 2007 retired judges are requesting lunch with him.
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PREFACE
This book is the result of at least three decades of intelligence research.
The histories were collected from multiple sources independent of each
other and the results have been disturbing enough to warrant checking
and rechecking.
The actual events are so bizarre and unbelieveable that they have
to be recorded in detail just to confirm their existence. The media never
reports bizarre stories, or the truth, or the bizarre truth. The most
common excuse given is ‘fear of litigation’, but the truth is more bizarre −
the media are usually connected to the bizarre crap they’re not reporting.
Governments spend huge money and resources covering their
true nature – this is called counter-intelligence. Counter-intelligence
permeates throughout every government department. It produces nothing,
costs the most, controls the media, presents quiet lies to the public, and
maintains governments in power. That is the role of counter-intelligence.
Its greatest ally is the media, then the police and judiciary.
Counter-intelligence is the most influential and far-reaching
government department and is not limited in methods or extent of
attack. Anyone who thinks out loud is on their list.
To date, I have never come across a government that wasn’t primarily
based on deception. If the average citizen knew of their government’s
plans, no government would survive. All governments are now double
agent governments, controlled through their indiscretions and shame.
Governments are not success based. Governments are failed to
the top. Failures make governments controllable. When controlled
governments are installed and their failures become common knowledge,
they are, eventually, voted out and the next failure takes the reins. The
greatest failures are our double agents, and double agents are regularly
installed as Prime Minister or President.
The role of governments is not to act for their citizens, but to act for
any entity wanting to control that country. It is the role of compromised
double agent governments to act for any foreign body against the citizens
and use the media to project those actions in the most favourable light.
To achieve this the media is loaded with the most compromised
staff it can employ, train, or deceive. As such, the media is party to any

conspiracy going, and their primary role is distraction news . . .
. . . the media has become the conspiracy . . .
. . . It is the media’s role to create conspiracy theories and project these
on to the public as historical fact.
As a result, voting citizens are left with information they cannot
trust, a history that is a con, and politicians whose every word is lies
built on previous lies, supported by other liars. Because this has been
going on for so long, our worst murderers and villains are presented as
heroes, and our most courageous citizens are sidelined.
The government, judiciary, media and military work hand in hand in
this conspiracy. In the case of New Zealand, it has left the country with
no control over its assets, debts, financial direction, social policy, media
content, laws, or military capability. The elections are also rigged, as are
the rugby and league tests, as these have been found to influence voting.
The greatest shame is brought about through sexual deviancy.
Prior to Political Correctness, any homosexual politician was considered
a security risk. Now that New Zealand is run by a 75% non-heterosexual
government, the results of their achievements are bordering on treason
– acting against citizen and country.
The greatest shame is provided by paedophilia and prostitution,
and when New Zealand finds out that its Prime Minister has been
involved in both, the media will take a rap over the knuckles with a few
lines on page six.
When New Zealand finds out that its Prime Minister and Speaker of
Parliament were both KGB agents, involved in prostitution, paedophilia,
attempted mass murder, mass poisonings, murder and treason, the media
may apologise on page one and give it a brief mention in the news.
The worst things that happen overseas also happen in New Zealand
and often New Zealand is the model for overseas disasters. The damage
is done. Voting and publication have become fringe effective at best. The
job now is to undo the damage as far back as possible, so I’ll try writing . . .
Greg Hallett
25 October 2007
Helen Clark got wind of this book and tabled amendments to the
Terrorism Suppression Act. These allow “Helen Clark” to draw up a
list of terrorists annually, effectively making her ‘dictator ad infinitum’
and New Zealand a total police state, including the thought police.
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Blackmail:
payment made or position secured for
not revealing discrediting information or secrets;
threaten or coerce in exchange for career advancement;
moral pressure in exchange for an immoral cakewalk.

